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Foreword
In the past decade the field of computer vision has grown significantly in research, development and
applications. Computer vision is used in various domains ranging from object recognition, robotics,
and scene reconstruction to automation and interaction. The general superiority of visual
information in diversity and reliability over other sensors' is more apparent than ever.
As sensor technology continues to improve, image resolutions increase at growing frame rates. In
order to achieve real-time video processing, suitable processing platforms are required which
provide the required processing performance while keeping power consumption low. Today's pursuit
of highly capable and long lasting battery-powered mobile systems and devices puts tight constraints
on energy consumption and device size.
Research in computer vision as well as video and image processing has mainly focused on elevating
the functionalities while little attention has been paid to power-aware computation. For the
application of cutting-edge computer vision methods in real world systems and industrial
applications it is essential to migrate from powerful workstations towards embedded processors and
enforce the associated shift in application development and implementation.
The objective of this workshop is to examine the state of the art in the application of reconfigurable
devices in computer vision applications. In particular the potential of low-power, energy-efficient
FPGAs, GPGPUs and many-cores in the context of computer vision applications is of interest. We aim
to bring together the leading researchers and developers from academia and industry in order to
facilitate the exchange of ideas and experiences from research and real-world applications and to
discuss future directions.
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Invited talk 1
Accelerating Machine Vision with FPGAs:
Successes, Challenges, and Lessons Learned
Kevin M. Irick
Microsystems Design Laboratory
Pennsylvania State University, USA

Abstract: Recent advances in chip fabrication have allowed the integration of specialized DSP units,
abundant on-chip memories, and embedded processor cores within a single reconfigurable FPGA
device. Consequently, FPGAs have outgrown their elementary roles as logic-level converters and
configurable address decoders. In fact, FPGAs have become the leading performers for accelerating
many complex signal and image processing applications. In the context of Size, Weight, and Power
(SWaP) constraints, there are clear advantages of utilizing FPGA technology as compared to
competing platforms such as Multi-Core and GPGPU.
However, the difficulties associated with utilizing FPGA technology have created a need for design
methodologies that ease the composition of systems - making the process accessible to those
working at the algorithm, application, and system levels. This talk will give an overview of our
solutions to automating and accelerating the composition of image processing systems on diverse
FPGA computing platforms. Moreover, the talk will present our recent and exciting experiences in
realizing cutting-edge, bio-inspired Neuromorphic vision systems. Finally, we give our perspective on
next generation reconfigurable computing platforms and the requirements they must fulfill to
remain impactful in future high-performance vision applications.
Bio: Kevin Irick received the BS degree in Electronics Engineering Technology from DeVry University
in 2002. He earned the MS and PhD degrees in Computer Science and Engineering from The
Pennsylvania State University in 2006 and 2009 respectively. Currently, he is a Research Scientist in
the Microsystems Design Lab in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering at Penn State.
Irick currently leads a team of four graduate students and two post-doctorates in a project focused
on using FPGAs to realize bio-inspired vision systems. His research interests include applicationspecific hardware accelerators, hardware-assisted image processing and recognition, and highperformance computing on FPGAs.
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Invited talk 2
High Performance Energy Efficient Reconfigurable Accelerators
for the Sub-45nm Era
Ram K. Krishnamurthy
High Performance & Low Voltage Circuits Research Group
Intel Labs, USA

Abstract: With the emergence of high-performance multi-core microprocessors in the sub-45nm
technology era, special-purpose hardware accelerator engines embedded within the core
architecture have the potential to achieve 10-100X increase in energy efficiency across a wide
domain of compute-intensive video/graphics processing, computer vision/recognition algorithms and
scientific workloads. In this talk, we present multi-core microprocessors integrated with on-die
energy-efficient reconfigurable accelerators and co-processor engines to achieve well beyond terascale performance in sub-45nm technologies. Recent trends and challenges in multi-core
microprocessors will be presented, followed by key enablers for reconfigurability of specialized
hardware engines to support multiple protocols while substantially improving time-to-market and
amortizing die area cost across a wide range of compute workloads and functions. Specific design
examples and case studies supported by silicon measurements will be presented to demonstrate
reconfigurable engines for SIMD graphics vector processing and fine-grain configurable logic fabrics.
Power efficient optimizations of reconfigurable processors to support fine-grain power management,
dynamic on-the-fly configurability and ultra-low voltage scalability will also be described.
Bio: Ram K. Krishnamurthy is a Senior Principal Engineer with Circuits and Systems Research, Intel
Labs in Hillsboro, OR, where he heads the high-performance and low-voltage circuits research group.
He received the B.E. degree in Electrical Engineering from Regional Engineering College, Trichy, India,
in 1993, and the Ph.D. degree in Electrical and Computer Engineering from Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, PA, in 1998. He has been with Intel Corporation since 1998. He holds 90 issued
patents and has published over 100 conference/journal papers and 3 book chapters on highperformance energy-efficient microprocessor design. He serves as Intel's representative on the SRC
Integrated Circuits and Systems Sciences Task Force, has been a guest editor of the IEEE Journal of
Solid-State Circuits and on the technical program committees of the ISSCC, CICC, and SOCC
conferences. He served as the Technical Program Chair/General Chair for the 2005/2006 IEEE
International Systems-on-Chip Conference and presently serves on the conference's steering
committee. Krishnamurthy has served as an adjunct faculty of the Electrical and Computer
Engineering department at Oregon State University, where he taught advanced VLSI design. He has
received two Intel Achievement Awards, in 2004 and 2008, for the development and technology
transfer of novel high-performance execution core arithmetic circuits and special-purpose hardware
encryption accelerators. He is a Fellow of the IEEE.
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HARDWARE-ACCELERATED OBJECT TRACKING
Tobias Becker, Qiang Liu and Wayne Luk

Georg Nebehay and Roman Pflugfelder

Department of Computing
Imperial College London
{tbecker, qj04, wl}@doc.ic.ac.uk

Department of Safety and Security
AIT Austrian Institute of Technology
{georg.nebehay.fl, roman.pflugfelder}@ait.ac.at

This work investigates hardware acceleration of object
tracking by parallelising an algorithm for object classification involving decision trees. Object tracking is the process
of recognizing and locating a particular moving object in the
spatial as well as in the temporal domain of a video stream.
One key application of object tracking is video surveillance,
to provide an operator in a control room with novel tools for
assessing complex events among hundreds of live videos.
Object tracking can be achieved between two consecutive
video frames through template-based or feature-based correlation of images. Although this approach is computationally efficient, it can be unreliable or unsuccessful, because
the appearance of the object may drastically change or the
object may become occluded.
As an alternative, one can apply object classifiers in subwindows that vary in scale, size and position [1]. A classifier
can identify an object appearances based on a limited feature
set. One example of such a feature set are 2-bit Binary Patterns that capture brightness variation in certain rectangular
regions of an object’s image. This feature set is used as an
input for an ensemble of decision trees known as a random
forest [2] that can determine the probability of the object
being present in a search window. A single 2-bit Binary Pattern gives a very weak indication that the sought object is
present in the current search window, while the mapping of
several features on one decision tree, and the combination
of several trees, can identify objects with high confidence.
A classifier can automatically be trained, starting from
a given instance of the object’s appearance [1]. Appearance
changes are addressed through P-N learning [3], an machine
learning technique that combines a Lucas-Kanade frame-byframe tracker [4] with a random-forest-based classifier. P-N
learning identifies positive and negative instances of object
appearances in the video stream and uses these instances to
update the information captured by the decision trees.
Classifier-based object tracking is robust to appearance
changes and to total occlusions; however, it is computation-

ally demanding and it is hard and sometimes impossible to
achieve the required frame rates. We aim to alleviate this
problem by accelerating the exhaustive search for potential
object detections with reconfigurable hardware. Profiling of
a software algorithm reveals that 90% of the total computation time is spent on the detector. We are therefore interested
in developing a new custom hardware architecture for this
part of the algorithm in order to achieve high frame-rates
while lowering the power consumption at the same time.
We also aim to perform a fully exhaustive search for object
instances with pixel-by-pixel increments over each video
frame, which will increase the robustness of the tracker.
The following describes the algorithm of our classifierbased detector. The incoming video frames have 8-bit greyscale representation and standard VGA resolution. We store
incoming frames as integral images where each pixel value
is the cumulative sum of pixel values in the rectangular image region to the left and above of the pixel [5]. This image
representation makes the summation of the pixel values in a
rectangular region independent of the region’s size: the operations are simple additions and subtractions of the pixel
values at the region’s corners. Binary Patterns are used for
capturing horizontal and vertical brightness variations in an
image region resulting in a 2-bit code. The 2-bit Binary Patterns can be computed based on simple additions and subtractions of a region’s corner pixels as described above. In
order to classify a sub-window in one video frame we use a
random forest consisting of ten decision trees, and each decision tree is traversed based on ten 2-bit patterns. The leafnodes of each tree specify the probability of an object match.
Fig. 1 illustrates this for three decision trees with three features each. The probabilities from all trees are averaged to
yield a final probability; an unambiguous object identification is determined after the exhaustive search by hysteresis
thresholding. This search is exhaustively repeated over the
entire image with various search window scaling factors.
We now present a novel hardware architecture that implements the integral image conversion and classifier on an
FPGA in order to accelerate the most compute-intensive part
of the object tracking algorithm. The hardware architecture
is illustrated in Fig. 2. Here, we briefly introduce the design

The research leading to these results has received funding from the
European Union Seventh Framework Programme under grant agreement
no 257906. AIT also gratefully acknowledges funding from Wiener
Wissenschafts-, Forschungs- und Technologiefonds (WWTF), project no
ICT08-030.
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Fig. 2. Hardware architecture for object detection.
clock rate of 125 MHz, the classification of one sub-window
can be performed in 0.62 µs. This corresponds to a frame
rate of 5 fps (frames per second) when performing a fully exhaustive search over VGA-resolution images. For comparison, our software implementation of the classifier on an Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz PC achieves a frame-rate of less than 1 fps
when performing the same exhaustive search, which is over
5 times slower than the FPGA version. The performance
can be further increased by processing several sub-windows
simultaneously. This can be achieved by implementing multiple classifiers in parallel as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Two target architectures for our hardware architecture
are a high performance compute node at Imperial College
with an AMD Phenom quad-core CPU and Virtex-5 LX330T
FPGA, and a Sony XCI-V100C Smart Camera with a VIA
Eden processor and a Virtex-5 SX50T FPGA. On the Virtex5 LX330T, 20 classifiers can be implemented in parallel and
on the Virtex-5 SX50T, 3 classifiers can be implemented.
This corresponds respectively to 100 times and 15 times
speed-up over the original software implementation. The
speed-up can be used for faster frame rates or processing
higher resolutions video streams. Current power estimates
for the Sony Smart Camera indicate that the computation
can be performed with less than 20 W. This is significantly
more efficient than the original PC implementation which
consumes 112 W during processing.

Fig. 1. An example classification of a sub-window. Three
decision trees are used, each basing its decision on three feature locations. Probabilities at leaf nodes have been trained
in advance. In this example, the sub-window represents the
trained model with a probability of 80%.
of classifier, since it is the bottleneck in the original software
implementation.
To accelerate the classification process, we exploit the
parallelism inherent in the random forest search: the ten
decision trees with the same sub-window input can be traversed independently. We customise ten processing units
(PUs) on the FPGA, each working on one decision tree and
processing ten features associated with one tree in a pipeline.
Each PU has four adders, eight subtractors and two comparators to calculate the 2-bit Binary Patterns for each feature in four clock cycles.
As shown in Fig. 2, image data is transferred from the
integral module into a buffer from where several parts of the
image can be accessed in parallel. Each PU has a dual-port
local on-chip memory storing all data elements of a subwindow. In the current implementation, the sub-window
size is limited to 1024 elements that can be stored in one
36 Kbit block RAM (BRAM); if larger sub-window sizes
are desired then more on-chip memory is needed. This distributed memory system allows all PUs to work independently. Since eight data elements are needed to calculate
the 2-bit Binary Pattern for one feature, four accesses to
the dual-port local memory are required, completing in four
clock cycles. This is well matched with the four clock cycle
arithmetic operations in the PU. Thus, the memory access
time is overlapped with computation time, reducing latencies. The hardware classifier outputs the tree traverse path,
i.e. ten 2-bit patterns. These patterns are transferred back to
the CPU to resolve the corresponding P-N values. The learning part of the algorithm which updates P-N values based
on changing object appearances is also implemented on the
CPU.
The resource utilization of one PU in the current implementation on a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA is one 36 Kbit BRAM
and 2600 slices. Initial performance results show that with a

1. REFERENCES
[1] J. M. Z. Kalal and K. Mikolajczyk, “Online learning of robust
object detectors during unstable tracking,” in On-line Learning
for Computer Vision Workshop. IEEE, 2009, pp. 1417–1424.
[2] L. Breiman, “Random forests,” Machine Learning, vol. 45,
no. 1, pp. 5–32, October 2001.
[3] J. M. Z. Kalal and K. Mikolajczyk, “P-N learning: Bootstrapping binary classifiers by structural constraints,” in Computer
Vision and Pattern Recognition. IEEE, 2010, pp. 49 – 56.
[4] B. D. Lucas and T. Kanade, “An iterative image registration
technique with an application to stereo vision,” in International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence. Morgan
Kaufmann, 1981, pp. 674–679.
[5] P. Viola and M. Jones, “Robust real-time object detection,” in
International Journal of Computer Vision, 2001.
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SINGLE LOW-POWER FPGA IMPLEMENTATION OF MOVING OBJECT DETECTION*
Tomasz Kryjak, Mateusz Komorkiewicz, Marek Gorgon
Department of Automatics
AGH University of Science and Technology
30 Mickiewicza Av. 30-059 Krakow
email: kryjak@agh.edu.pl, komorkie@agh.edu.pl, mago@agh.edu.pl
ABSTRACT
In the article, a video system for detecting moving objects
in video sequences is presented. It consist of a multi-modal
background generation algorithm, a segmentation method
based on three parameters: lightness, colour and texture and
additional modules: communication with a high-speed, Camera Link digital camera, Bayer transform, RGB to CIE Lab
colour conversion, DDR2 RAM and DVI interface. The system is able to process, in real-time, a 640x480 video stream
with 60 fps using only one low-cost and low-power Xilinx
Spartan 6 FPGA device.

Fig. 1. Diagram of the FPGA system
3. IMPLEMENTED MODULES
3.1. Processing data from camera

1. INTRODUCTION
To enable connecting the SI 1920HD camera directly to the
FPGA board a custom hardware module was designed (Camera Link to FMC card expansion). Additionally, a FPGA
module (cl2vga), which received the video signal and converted it to a format compatible with VGA standard was implemented. It adjusted synchronisation signals, data position and clock speed to meet 640x480 at 60 fps VGA standard. Due to constraints of the Camera Link bus (minimal
pixel rate 40 MHz) the video stream was captured with a
1280x480 resolution and then every second pixel was dropped. Next a Bayer transform (bayer2rgb) to allow colour
restoration, was performed. Finally the input RGB colour
space was converted to CIE Lab (rgb2lab).

Nowadays many algorithms that allow to automatically analyse the video sequence from surveillance systems and detect dangerous situations such as abandoned objects (potential bomb), intruding perimeter protection zone (eg. museums), theft (disappearance of protected object), fights, sudden gathering of people are being developed. This methods
are often complex and require much computational power.
Therefore, implementing them in low cost and low power
FPGA devices, such as Xilinx Spartan 6, is advisable. In
this paper a FPGA realization of moving object detection,
which is usually an important part of a surveillance system,
is presented.

3.2. Background generation (bg)

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The implemented background generation algorithm was based
on the clustering method [1], mainly because of simple computations. Some changes to the original algorithm were introduced. The most important one was picking the CIE Lab
colour space as better suited for shadow detection and removal (according to [2]). Due to the maximum data width
of 128-bit of the SP605 board memory controller, the number of background models was set to K=4, with a representation for a single model of 9 bits for L (7 for integer part, 2
for fractional part), 2 times 8 bits for a and b and 6 bits for

The systems consist of a digital camera (SI 1920HD, Camera Link interface), a Xilinx SP605 development board with
Spartan 6 (XC6SLX45T-3FGG484) FPGA device and a LCD
monitor. A diagram of the designed FPGA system is presented in Figure 1.
*The work presented in this paper was supported by the Ministry
of Science and Higher Education of the Republic of Poland, under the
project ”SIMPOZ” (Grant No. 0128/R/t00/2010/12) and AGH-UST project
11.11.120.612.
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model weight. Calculations for all models were performed
in parallel as shown in Figure 2.
LabF

using Xilinx ISE 13.1 Design Suite. Simulations performed
in ModelSim 6.5c (behavioural and after place and route)
confirmed that the hardware modules were fully compliant
with software models described in Matlab 2009b. The reported maximum operating frequency (after place and route
phase) was 119MHz, which is more than enough for processing video stream (pixel clock rate of 25 MHz). Power
consumption reported by Xilinx XPower Analyzer for the
device (On-Chip) was about 0.9 W. Additionally two power
measurements, for the whole SP605 board, were performed:
without running logic (9W) and with running logic (10.2W).
Therefore the FPGA system (with external RAM) power
consumption was about 1.2 W.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of background generation module

5. CONCLUSION
3.3. Moving object segmentation (seg)
The presented research indicates that a real time moving object detection system, able to process 60 frames per second,
with resolution of 640x480 pixels can be implemented in a
low-cost and low-power FPGA. A sample segmentation result is presented in Figure 4.

The most commonly used method to detect moving objects
is based on thresholding the differential image between the
current frame and the background model. This approach
was also exploited in this work, however it was decided to
use not only information about lightness (L component from
CIE Lab) and colour (ab components), but also about texture (SILTP texture descriptor [3]). Moreover, the algorithm
was designed to minimise the shadows impact on the final
segmentation result. Scheme of the proposed module is presented in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the segmentation module
Fig. 4. Working system (60 fps, 640x480 resolution)
3.4. External RAM operations, other modules
6. REFERENCES

The proposed DDR2 RAM controller (memctrl) consisted
of the Spartan 6 hardware memory controller (single bidirectional 128-bit port configuration), two additional FIFO
buffers (1025 words deep) and some control logic. Using
this module a constant data flow at the level of 590MB/s
was achieved, which allowed to run the background generation module with image resolution of 640x480 pixels at 60
frames per second.
Additionally a UART module (uart) was implemented
to allow runtime adjustments of the system parameters and
a DVI controller to display results on an LCD monitor (dvi).

[1] D. Butler, S. Sridharan, and V. Bove, “Real-time adaptive
background segmentation,” in Acoustics, Speech, and Signal
Processing, 2003. Proceedings. (ICASSP ’03). 2003 IEEE International Conference on, vol. 3, april 2003, pp. III – 349–52
vol.3.
[2] C. Benedek and T. Szirányi, “Study on color space
selection for detecting cast shadows in video surveillance:
Articles,” Int. J. Imaging Syst. Technol.,
vol. 17, pp. 190–201, October 2007. [Online]. Available:
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1298395.1298400
[3] R. Qin, S. Liao, Z. Lei, and S. Li, “Moving cast shadow
removal based on local descriptors,” in Pattern Recognition
(ICPR), 2010 20th International Conference on, aug. 2010, pp.
1377 –1380.

4. RESULTS
All described modules were integrated according to the block
diagram presented in Figure 1. The project was synthesised
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A CO-DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR IMPLEMENTING COMPUTER VISION
ALGORITHMS FOR ROVER NAVIGATION ONTO RECONFIGURABLE HARDWARE
Marcos Avilés*, Kostas Siozios±, Dionysios Diamantopoulos±, Lazaros Nalpantidis¥, Ioannis
Kostavelis¥, Evangelos Boukas¥, Dimitrios Soudris± and Antonios Gasteratos¥
* GMV, Spain
School of ECE, National Technical University of Athens, Greece
¥
Dep. of Production and Management Eng., Democritus University of Thrace, Greece
±

implementation of these algorithmic approaches. Finally,
conclusions are summarized in section IV.

ABSTRACT

COMPUTER VISION ALGORITHMS FOR
SPARTAN SYSTEM

Vision-based robotics applications have been widely
studied in the last years. However, up to now solutions that
have been proposed were affecting mostly software level.
The SPARTAN project focuses in the tight and optimal
implementation of computer vision algorithms targeting to
rover navigation. For evaluation purposes, these algorithms
will be implemented with a co-design methodology onto a
Virtex-6 FPGA device.

The main objective of our solutions is to achieve the desired
rover navigation function, while reducing as much as
possible the required overall budgets. For this purpose, a
number of novel computer vision algorithms will be
developed both in C/C++, as well as VHDL language.
A schematic view of the proposed solution is depicted
in Figure 1. More specifically, the computer vision
algorithms that will be implemented during the SPARTAN
project are summarized as follows:
 Imaging: Implementing suitable local image
processing that can serve image products.
 Visual Odometry: Provide an estimation of the
displacement of the rover.
 Visual SLAM: Determine the current location of
the rover.
 3D Map reconstruction: Reconstruct the
3Dimensional shape of the terrain being imaged in
front of the rover.
 Localization: Locates the new spatial location of
rover at the map.

INTRODUCTION
The exploration of Mars is one of the main goals for both
NASA and ESA, as confirmed by past and recent activities.
The last 15 years there are a number of on-orbit and surface
missions to Mars with remarkable results. The impressive
success of previous missions (NASA’s Mars Global
Surveyor, Mars Odyssey, Phoenix, Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter, as well as ESA’s Mars Express) enables a
continued investment of efforts in this direction, and also
facilitating international discussion for joint Mars
exploration missions between ESA and NASA, such as in
case of ExoMars which is scheduled for 2018 [3].
Autonomous robots’ behavior greatly depends on the
accuracy of their decision-making algorithms. Vision-based
solutions are becoming more and more attractive due to
their decreasing cost, as well as their inherent coherence
with human imposed mechanisms. In the case of stereo
vision-based navigation, the accuracy and the refresh rate of
the computed disparity maps are the cornerstone of success.
However, robotic applications place strict requirements on
the demanded speed and accuracy of vision depthcomputing algorithms.
In order to support this goal, at this project we aim to
provide a sufficient implementation of computer vision
algorithms for rover navigation. Rather than similar
approaches that solve this problem solely in software-level,
our objective is to provide a number of computer vision
algorithms in ESA compatible VHDL format, whereas the
implementation of SPARTAN system will be performed
using a co-design methodology and a Virtex-6 FPGA
device.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the employed computer vision algorithms for the
SPARTAN system, whereas section III discusses the

SPARTAN Architecture
3D Map
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Fig. 1. SPARTAN function identifications.
Since our goal is to achieve an efficient implementation
of these algorithms, special care should be applied both
during the selection of them, as well as at their
development. Furthermore, in order to achieve additional
performance improvement, a number of source-to-source
modifications might be applied. For this purpose, well
established tools, already developed from NTUA [1], will
be employed.
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computer vision algorithms with increased performance,
our methodology identifies those functionalities that that
introduce performance bottleneck in systems’ execution
and handled appropriately through source-to-source
modifications [1]. These modifications will take into
account inherent constraints/features taken by the target
platform.
The HDL descriptions of the target systems’ modules
will be mapped on reconfigurable hardware blocks of
appropriate type using systematic approaches, mapping
tools and reconfigurable hardware generators that are
commercially available (Xilinx EDK Framework). The
flow is completed with the system integration and back end
design phases.
During system integration two different evaluation
procedures will take place. Initially, each of the developed
computer vision algorithms will be validated in order to
verify its proper functionality in respect to timing,
performance, and throughput constraints posed by the
specifications of SPARTAN project. Possible violations to
these constraints will be alleviated by applying focused
optimization techniques (e.g. through usage of
pipeline/parallelization techniques). Then, we can guarantee
that all the developed algorithms meet systems’
specifications. Then, one more evaluation step takes place,
where the entire system is evaluated against to the same
criteria (proper functionality in respect to timing,
performance, and throughput constraints). Potential
violations in this task will be overcome through
appropriately tuning of kernels where validations are
identified.

PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of computer vision algorithms will be
performed into VHDL description, while all the ESA
requirements/guidelines will be meeting [2]. The purpose of
these guidelines is to ensure a good coding standard for
VHDL, w.r.t. to readability, portability and a high level of
verification. Detail stages for system development (e.g.
VHDL models for component simulation, board-level
simulation, system-level simulation and test-benches) will
be also described.
The target platform for our study is Xilinx Virtex-6
FPGA device. Furthermore, during the SPARTAN activity
we will analyze the efficiency of design implementation
into such a new-technology (with 3-D integration) platform.
The proposed co-design VHDL model is depicted in
Fig. 2, while it consists of the following steps: profiling,
behavioral optimization, partitioning, kernels mapping into
FPGA, kernels mapping into CPU, system integration and
back-end tools and configuration and run-time execution.

high-level exploration
and optimization

Computer Vision algorithms
(C/ C++/ VHDL)

Modules to be
implemented on
coarse-grain hardware

Profiling

Step1

Behavioral optimization

Step2

Partitioning

Step3

Modules to be
implemented on
fine-grain hardware

Modules to be
implemented on CPU

Xilinx EDK

Step4
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System integration

Step6

CONCLUSION

Back end tools

Configuration & Run-time

This paper discusses the computer vision algorithms that
will be implemented during the SPARTAN project. The
implementation medium for these algorithms is a Virtex-6
FPGA device.

Step7

Fig. 2. The employed co-design methodology.
The derived solution with our employed methodology
provides a number of trade-offs that balance design criteria
among the FPGA device, the employed computer vision
algorithms, as well as the entire SPARTAN system. More
specifically, these trades-off parameters are summarized as
follows: complexity reduction, performance improvement,
memory management, parallelism and pipeline extraction
The input to our methodology is a high-level description
of SPARTAN’s architecture in C/C++, as well as VHDL
format. Since the goal of this project is to provide efficient
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ABSTRACT
The paper proposes an implementation for a highly customizable FPGA-based vision processing module for mobile applications. The module can be ditrectly integrated into the
AMiRo mini robot to anhance the robot’s vision processing
capabilities while significantly reducing the CPU load. Dynamic reconfiguration can be utilized to further improve the
resource utilization of the platform.
1. INTRODUCTION
Vision processing is a challenging task, especially in small
mobile devices like smartphones or mini robots where the
available energy limits processing power. In this paper we
present a low power vision processing platform that can be
embedded into the AMiRo mini robot (Figure 1), which is
developed at CITEC (Center of Excellence Cognitive Interaction Technology, Bielefeld) [1]. AMiRo is a modular robot platform for research and education that combines
sophisticated sensor technology with low-power processing
modules at affordable cost. AMiRo is designed for soccer
playing in the AMiRESoT robot soccer league. Therefore,
efficient vision processing is an essential requirement for the
mini robot. In order to relieve the microcontrollers inside
the AMiRo from these time-consuming tasks, the proposed
vision processing platform serves as a hardware accelerator or as a preprocessing engine. The platform is based on
a field programmable gate array (FPGA) since the inherent
parallelism of these devices can be utilized very efficiently
for many vision processing algorithms [2, 3]. Furthermore,
partial dynamic reconfiguration of the FPGA offers an interesting perspective to further increase the resource efficiency
of the platform.

Fig. 1. The FPGA-based vision processing module is integrated into the AMiRo mini robot

actual requirements. In each configuration, a power module and an action module constitute the base system. The
power module provides power management and power monitoring as well as wireless communication facilities. A lowpower Cortex-M3 microcontroller on the action module implements the interface to the motor drivers and various sensors that are part of the action module, like accelerometer,
gyroscope, compass, infrared proximity sensors and capacitive touch sensors. For extending the basic capabilities of
the robot, additional modules can be easily integrated. Perception modules add additional sensors and cognition modules add processing power by means of additional microcontrollers, FPGAs or ASICs. For inter module communication
a system bus has been defined for the AMiRo. The bus combines serial communication standards like CAN, UART, SPI
and parallel protocols like camera capture interface and an
external memory interface.

2. THE MINI ROBOT AMIRO
The cylindrical body of the robot has an outer diameter of
100 mm and contains all electronic modules for information
processing and communication, the sensors and actuators as
well as the power supply. Because of its modular architecture, the AMiRo can be easily configured to the user’s
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hardware modules are able to process images in parallel. If
a specific processing task has been finished, a new hardware
configuration can be loaded to optimize the resource utilization on the fly.
The architectural design of the platform is optimized to
satisfy the requirements of partial reconfiguration. In particular, the camera capture interfaces are routed to predefined
regions on the FPGA. The benefit is a well-defined floorplan
for partial reconfiguration, which is optimized for short wire
lengths on the FPGA. As indicated in Figure 2 the FPGA resources are divided into a static region and a PR (partially reconfigurable) region [4]. No external controller hardware is
required for dynamic reconfiguration. A softcore processor,
located in the static region, reconfigures the PR modules inside the PR regions via the ICAP. Additionally, the processor
handles the communication between the vision processing
platform and the robot. In the current implementation, four
PR modules are defined, which can be reconfigured separately or combined to one or two more complex modules.
Reconfiguration is quite fast; depending on the used FPGA
a PR module can be reconfigured in about 2 ms (LX45) or
less than 7 ms (LX150).

USB
MUX
Flash

EMIF

SPI
CAN
UART
PR Module

CI PR Module

CI PR Module

Static Region

CI PR Module

System Bus

FPGA

System Bus

DDR RAM

CI

Ext. System Bus

Fig. 2. Overview of the vision processing platform
3. THE PROCESSING PLATFORM
The proposed vision processing module serves as a cognition module in the AMiRo and can be directly connected to
a dedicated perception module, which contains up to four
camera modules, enabling stereo and omni vision. The platform consists of a PCB with a diameter of 70 mm, it is
equipped with a Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGA and 1 GBit low
power DDR SDRAM, which is used as an additional frame
buffer. Figure 2 gives an overview of the implemented architecture. Various Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGAs with an FG484
package can be used, ranging from LX45 devices with 43,661
logic cells up to LX150 devices with 147,443 logic cells.
The system bus is completely attached to the User I/Os of the
FPGA and the camera capture interface is looped through
the device. Therefore, the vision processing module can
be efficiently utilized as a preprocessor for the captured image stream before sending it to another unit. The integrated
high-speed USB device offers a transfer rate of 480 MBit/s
and enables live streaming of processed data for debug purposes. Via USB a FPGA configuration can be written directly into the FPGA as well as stored in the configuration
flash. Static memory can be easily extended by means of an
SD-card slot on the bottom of the PCB. Energy efficiency of
the module could be proven by a measured power consumption of less than 0,7 Watt for typical applications.

5. CONCLUSION
The proposed FPGA-based vision processing platform can
be easily utilized to analyze new algorithms and implementations. Up to four cameras can be handled in parallel and
external memory is available for applications that require
more memory than available in the FPGA. An optimized
PCB design eases dynamic reconfiguration of the FPGA so
that implementations can be exchanged at run-time depending on the current needs of the application. Two implementations are currently under development to prove the efficiency of the platform: an optical flow module and a color
recognition module, which can be adapted in terms of the
number of recognizable blocks and colors.
6. REFERENCES
[1] S. Herbrechtsmeier, U. Rueckert, and J. Sitte, “AMiRo Autonomous Mini Robot for Research and Education,” in Proc.
AMiRE 2011, May 2011, p. 13.
[2] W. S. Fife and J. K. Archibald, “Reconfigurable on-board vision processing for small autonomous vehicles,” EURASIP J.
Embedded Syst., vol. 2007, no. 1, pp. pp. 33–33, 2007.
[3] L. Braun, D. Goehringer, T. Perschke, V. Schatz, M. Huebner,
and J. Becker, “Adaptive real-time image processing exploiting
two dimensional reconfigurable architecture,” Journal of RealTime Image Processing, vol. 4, pp. 109–125, 2009.

4. PARTIAL RECONFIGURATION
Typically, not all image processing tasks have to be executed
in parallel. In this context, partial dynamic reconfiguration
has important advantages for mobile robots. Depending on
the current background hardware configurations can be automatically loaded into the FPGA device, i.e., one or more

[4] M. Koester, W. Luk, J. Hagemeyer, M. Porrmann, and
U. Ruckert, “Design Optimizations for Tiled Partially Reconfigurable Systems,” IEEE Transactions on VLSI, vol. 19, no. 6,
pp. 1048–1061, June 2011.
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1. INTRODUCTION

INPUT

Object detection, the task of detecting a specific object or a
class of objects within an image, is an essential process in
many computer vision and image processing applications.
Recently, the development of powerful mobile processors,
object detection has been also widely embedded in batterypowered devices such as digital camera and mobile phones.
In applications that target those devices, especially when input images with high resolution are involved, special hardware systems to perform object detection and achieving low
power consumption is of paramount importance.
In this work, an object detection framework based on Viola and Jones method targeting a Field-Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) is proposed. The proposed framework contains multiple processing elements (PEs) connected in a chain
which allows dynamic workload balancing with minimum
overhead. Moreover, when power consumption minimisation is targeted, a number of PEs are switched on/off depending on the dynamics of the environment in order for the system to maintain the minimum user specifications (e.g. frame
rate) while minimising the power consumption, by dynamical allocating the workload among the PEs.

Stage 1

Stage 2
FAIL

Stage 3

PASS

FAIL

Fig. 1. Viola-Jones classifier chain
processed by more classifier stages. An image patch is classified to contain a human face, when it passes through all the
classifiers in the chain. Fig. 1 shows a typical Viola-Jones
classifier chain consisting of three stages.
The training and the classification stages usually consider images with size 20 × 20 pixels. In order for the system to be able to detect faces with larger sizes, a pyramidal
structure of the input image at various scales is usually considered.
3. FRAMEWORK
The top level architecture of the proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. The framework consists of three preprocessing units (IIG, IIsG and LC) and multiple processing elements (PE). The input images, which are stored in a
memory buffer, are transmitted to pre-processing units where
the integral image and the parameters for lighting condition
(LC) are generated. Each candidate image (with the size
of a scanning window) has a particular integral image and
corresponding parameter of lighting condition. These data
are passed to the following PEs for further processing. Each
PE is responsible for a part of stages from the entire classifier chain described in Fig. 1. It consists of three components, RAM block 1 (RB1) that stores the data of integral
image; RAM block 2 (RB2) that contains the parameters of
the classifier which are pre-loaded off-line; calculating unit
(CU) which collects data from both RAM blocks together
with the parameters of LC and performs the classification
process.

2. VIOLA AND JONES ALGORITHM
In [1], Viola and Jones proposed an algorithm for object detection, with a special application on face detection, which
has been widely used by many researchers and practitioners
from the image processing community. The proposed algorithm can achieve an adequate performance using a standard
PC maintaining a high detection rate. The key characteristic
of the algorithm is that is based on a chain of classifiers with
increasing complexity. As such, when an image needs to be
classified as whether it contains an object of interest or not,
only a subset of the classifiers needs to be applied. Thus,
image patches that do not resemble a human face will be
discarded early on by the system, where image patches that
have a closer resemblance to a human face will need to be
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The candidate images are passed from one PE to the
next. If a PE decides that the image does not contain a face,
the image patch is dropped and it is not passed to the next
PE. Detection of a face is confirmed when a candidate image
passes through all PEs successfully. As a result, an image
that contains only a small number of faces implies that the
PEs responsible for performing the classification of the late
stages are seldom accessed and vice versa.
One of the key characteristics of the proposed architecture is that the RB2s and CUs are connected in such a fashion that every two adjacent CUs have individual access to an
RB2. In other word, the content within each RB2 is shared
by two adjacent CUs. As a result, any stage of classification
can be processed by one of the two CUs that are connected
to the RB2, which enables a workload distribution without
the need to store the set of classifiers multiple times. For
example, data of stage 1 to 4 is stored in RB2-alpha which
is shared by CU-A (of PE-A) and CU-B (of PE-B). It is possible to configure the device so that stage 1 is processed by
CU-A while CU-B is in charge of stage 2 to 4. Similarly, all
four stages can be processed by CU-A leaving CU-B idle.
The workload distribution is decided based on the usage of PEs for the previous input frame. The usage is collected and processed by the host computer which updates the
configuration parameters of the framework in each frame.
In this way, in frames that do not contain any face and require limited computational power, some of the PEs will be
configured so as to not process any stage by allocating the
workload to the adjacent PEs. Since each RB2 is shard by
two PEs, a maximum of half PEs can be ’switched off’ for
power-saving.

Memory buffer

IIsG

IIG

LC
PE

RB1

CU

RB2

Worload
balancing
parameters
PE

RB1

CU

RB2

Usage rate
of each PE
PE

RB1

CU

RB2

CLASSIFIER
OUTPUT

Fig. 2. Top-level architecture
the second case, more candidates will proceed to the second
PE so that the performance improvement shall be enhanced
as shown in Fig. 3. The results demonstrate that potential
of the dynamic workload allocation in terms of power consumption and achieved performance (i.e. frame-rate).

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5. REFERENCES

A framework containing two PEs has been implemented using Altera Stratix IV FPGA. 16643 Combinational ALUTs,
11136 Dedicated logic registers, 35 18-bits DSP blocks and
a total of 1963221 bits RAM blocks are utilized. As input
to the system, two 200 × 200 input images that include two
and eight faces respectively were used. Both input images
are scaled down by a factor of three using a scaling factor of
two. Two sets of tests are conducted for the following cases.
In the first case, the 22 stages of classification are processed
by both PEs with each PE doing 11 stages. In the second
case, PE-1 processes all stages leaving PE-2 idle all the time.
The results of the test are shown in Fig. 3. It is noticed that
the performance of dual PEs is higher than single PE, which
is expected as in the former case the total workload is shared
by two. Moreover, the improvement in the performance by
using the second PE is not 100%. This is due to the fact that
not all the candidate windows proceed to the next PE since
they are dropped off by the first PE of the classifier chain. As
more face-like objects are contained in the input image, as in

[1] P. Viola and M. J. Jones, “Robust real-time face detection,”
International Journal of Computer Vision, vol. 57, no. 2.

Fig. 3. Achieved frame-rate for 200 × 200 input images.
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ABSTRACT
A neural network is an information processing system that
is widely used in various computer vision applications. This
paper discusses an low-latency FPGA-based neural network
implementation that does direct computation of the sigmoid
activation function.

The work discussed in the paper describes an FPGAbased NN whose number of node inputs and the number of
nodes in a layer can be easily modified. The NN discussed
in the paper is implemented using a double-precision sigmoid activation function which is computed using a direct
computation technique called COordinate Rotation DIgital
Computer (CORDIC). The results from the double-precision
exponential core is very accurate and reduces on-chip memory and uses no off-chip memory bandwidth. The latency
numbers of the FPGA-based NN design is compared with
a ‘C’ implementation. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section II gives a brief summary of the existing NN
computation techniques. Section III describes the activation
function and its design. Section IV compares the results with
a CPU-based NN design and the paper concludes with future
directions.
2. RELATED WORK

1. INTRODUCTION
Computer vision is a branch of science that deals with extraction of information from images or sequence of images
to perform some task. These images or sequence of images
are processed with intelligent computing systems to extract
the required features. These extracted features are then compared with a set of stored features to further study the image
or analyze the image. One of the most common techniques
used for comparison is Neural Networks (NN).
NN-based applications are implemented either using software or using a hardware platform. These hardware-based
NNs are faster than software-based NNs and are either built
using (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) ASICs or
(Field Programmable Gate Arrays) FPGAs. The major drawback of an ASIC-based design is the cost of re-fabrication
when a change in the NN design is desired. On the contrary,
most FPGA-based NN designs are built using a simple lookup table method and any change in the NN design requires
a simple re-configuring of the new design.
A simple NN is shown in Fig. 1 (a) where each node’s
output behavior is described by an activation function. One
of the common and simple activation function is the sigmoid
function because of the fact that their response is similar to
that of a biological neuron. The evaluation of the sigmoid
activation function requires an exponential (e−x ) computation. These exponential functions when implemented in
software are slower than hardware-based implementations.
However, in a hardware-based implementation, the exponential function is either approximated using a look-up table or computed at reduced precision. In both cases, the
accuracy of the results are lost. The look-up table method
consumes on-chip memory resources and when more exponential blocks are required, large on-chip memory resources
are used. In order to overcome the large on-chip memory
usage, a percentage of off-chip memory bandwidth is also
used.

The most common techniques in the literature for computing
exponential function (e−x ) of a sigmoid activation function
are CORDIC, table-driven, and polynomial approximation
methods. Most of the CORDIC implementations in the literature are either low precision CORDIC [1], or approximation of low-precision CORDIC computation to a doubleprecision exponential value [2]. The table-driven method
discussed in the literature [3] uses look-up table to compute
exponential values. In polynomial approximation method,
the exponential values are computed using look-up tables
and a short Taylor series expansion [4]. Most of the above
techniques are either approximation of exponential value or
single-precision computation.
The sigmoid activation functions in the literature for NN,
are either sigmoid approximators or direct sigmoid implementations. Sigmoid approximators use look-up table to
compute sigmoid functions. A 16-bit fixed-point log-sigmoid
function implementation using CORDIC is discussed in [5].
Huajan et al. discusses the implementation of the sigmoid
function using direct and indirect CORDIC computations
[6] . These computations are all fixed-precision computations. Most of the techniques discussed in the literature are
either fixed-precision computation or sigmoid approximation. Our work discusses a CORDIC based double-precision
floating-point based sigmoid activation function which is
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Fig. 1. (a) A simple 3-2-1 Neural Network; (b) Single node of the Neural Network; (c) Hardware blocks used for computing;
(d) CORDIC angle computation (e) CORDIC magnitude computation
highly accurate.

Configuration
6-4-1
7-5-1
8-6-1

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The NN layer and its nodes were designed using VHDL and
synthesized using Xilinx Platform Studio 10.1. Figure 1 (b)
shows a node in the NN. The function f (x) in Fig. 1 (b) is
the sigmoid activation function (1/(1+e−x )). The output of
a node is activated when the value of the activation function
reaches the threshold value set by ‘T1’. The hardware block
diagram of a NN layer is shown in Fig. 1 (c). The number
of node inputs in a layer can be easily modified by changing the latency of the first adder. The number of nodes in
a layer can be increased by providing the input weight values of the new node and its threshold value. The value ‘x’
in Fig. 1 (c) after being buffered (because the exponential
block has a latency of 64 clock cycles for every 4 inputs) in
a FIFO is multiplied by 1/Ln(2) and converted into a fixedpoint format (1-bit sign, 6-bit integer and 53-bit fraction).
The fixed-point value xf p is then split into integer (xint )
and fractional (xf rac ) values. The fractional value (xf rac ) is
then multiplied by Ln(2) to get xf (0 ≤ xf ≤ Ln(2)). These
values of xint and xf are used to compute the transformed
equation of e−x = 2−xint · e−xf . The value of e−xf is then
computed using the CORDIC technique as shown in Fig. 1
(d) and (e). The CORDIC computation is done in parallel
for four input values. The CORDIC computation involves
several iterations. In our case it is 60 iterations (53-bit + 7
guard bits). Once the iterations are done, the computed values (four) are available by setting the switch S4 and S5. As
soon as the CORDIC results are available, these values are
converted back to double-precision floating-point values and
the final values are computed by multiplying 2−xint (subtracting xint from the mantissa). The computed exponential
value is then added with ‘1’ and then an inverse is computed
using a division block as shown in Fig. 1. (c). The output
of division is then compared with the threshold value (T1 ,
T2 ..Tn ) to determine the actual output. The entire computational cores used in the design are fully pipelined except the
CORDIC computation.

Inputs

Test Cases

6
7
8

1000
1000
1000

FPGA
(ms)
2.35
3.10
3.46

CPU
(ms)
4.73
7.33
8.34

Speed-up
2.01x
2.36x
2.41x

Table 1. Latency values for FPGA and CPU implementations
MHz. The design consumed about 90% slices, 60% BRAM
blocks and 100% DSP48 slices. The FPGA design was
compared with a ‘C’ implementation running on an AMD
Opteron, 2.0 GHz, 1MB cache as shown in Table 1. As the
size of NN increases the speed-up factor also increases.
5. CONCLUSION
As a part of the future work, the current design will be modified to train the NN with a training dataset.
6. REFERENCES
[1] A. Boudabous, F. Ghozzi, M. Kharrat, and N. Masmoudi, “Implementation of hyperbolic functions using cordic algorithm,”
in Proc. of the 16th Inter. Conf. on Microelectronics, 2004, pp.
738 – 741.
[2] V. Kantabutra, “On hardware for computing exponential and
trigonometric functions,” IEEE Trans. Comput., vol. 45, no. 3,
pp. 328–339, 1996.
[3] C. C. Doss and J. Robert L. Riley, “Fpga-based implementation of a robust ieee-754 exponential unit,” in Proc. of the 12th
Annual IEEE Symp. on Field-Programmable Custom Computing Machines, Washington, DC, USA, 2004, pp. 229–238.
[4] E. Jamro, K. Wiatr, and M. Wielgosz, “Fpga implementation
of 64-bit exponential function for hpc,” in Proc. of Inter. Conf.
on Field Programmable Logic and Applications, 2007, pp.
718–721.
[5] M. Qian, “Application of cordic algorithm to neural networks
vlsi design,” in IMACS Multiconference on Computational Engineering in Systems Applications, vol. 1, Oct 2006, pp. 504 –
508.

4. RESULTS

[6] Z. Huajun and Z. Jin, “Direct exponential function computer
in neural network application based on evolvable hardware,” in
Information Tech. Jour., vol. 7, no. 8, 2008, pp. 1156 – 1162.

The design shown in Fig. 1 (c) was placed and routed on
a Virtex 4 FX60 FPGA for an operational frequency of 100
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ABSTRACT
This contribution presents examples of image processing algorithms in programmable hardware (FPGA), specifically
precise image resampling and object detection in images
based on machine learning. The algorithms are examples of
designs that benefit from implementation in programmable
hardware, specifically in overall performance and power consumption. The contribution describes the algorithms, explains how they benefit from implementation in FPGA, and
shows some results.
1. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary state of the art in image processing allows for
building of embedded systems capable of image processing;
However, image processing algorithms have high consumption of computational power and this also causes high power
consumption. Consequently, some applications sensitive to
battery life, heat dissipation, etc., may be adversely affected.
One of the applications concerned is object detection
through image classification. Although object detection is
usually addressed by sophisticated software implementations,
an ongoing effort exists (e.g. [1]) to adapt some of these algorithms to fit in hardware and in particular to FPGAs to
enable low-power and high-throughput object detectors.

Fig. 1. Top-level structure of the resampling unit.
output pixels, we use a couple of 1D filters (row and columnar). In this case, the time complexity of the convolution operation is significantly reduced (from O(n2 ) to O(n), where
n is size of the filter).
When implemented in FPGA, this also leads to important savings of logic and memory. The input image is fed
“line-by-line” into a main buffer, which must contain only
several complete lines of the image. A column of pixels is
then read from the main buffer and convolved with the vertical FIR filter, resulting in one pixel of an intermediate image
being stored into a small circular line buffer (only units of
pixels) each clock cycle. Simultaneously, a row of pixels is
read from the line buffer and convolved with the horizontal
FIR filter, resulting in one pixel of the output image each
clock cycle.
The top-level structure of the described resampling unit
is depicted in Fig. 1. It has been implemented on Xilinx Virtex II-1000 FPGA device consuming approximately 77 % of
its resources. The unit is capable to process 52.5 Mpx/s.

2. IMAGE RESAMPLING
Image resampling is a typical image pre-processing task for
many applications. Its goal can be to correct e.g. geometrical distortion of the image or to change the image size.
Such transformation is naturally defined by mapping coordinates of an output image on coordinates of an input image, for example by means of a “displacement” of each pixel [2]. To economize memory consumption, we decided to
introduce an approximation, where the displacement is defined only for few pixels in a sparse rectangular mesh. The
displacement of intermediate pixels is then computed online
via bilinear interpolation.
The key idea of our approach is the usage of a separable
FIR filter. Instead of using 2D filter to compute individual

3. OBJECT DETECTION
Object detection can be performed through customizing Adaboost [3] image classifier for FPGA implementation. The
Adaboost classifier consists of many weak classifiers (e.g.
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sition requires evaluation of 20 weak classifiers on average
and we achieved 3.40 % false positive rate and 3.37 % false
negative rate. In this case, the engine is capable to process
640 × 480 px video stream with 25 fps.
The Adaboost evaluation engine has been implemented
on Xilinx Virtex II-1000 FPGA device consuming approximately 35 % of its resources.
4. EXPLOITATION
Fig. 2. Top-level structure of the object detection unit.

The above presented algorithms can be used independently
or they can be joined together in order to provide e.g. multiscale object detection, as shown in Fig. 3. In such setup,
the resampling units are changing the scale while the detection units are detecting the same objects at different scale.
Alternatively, the resampling and detection units can be implemented through re-using the same hardware in a serioparallel manner. The main focus is on applications where
the FPGA can be “inserted” between the image source and
the processor units.

Fig. 3. Cooperation of resampling and object detection.

difference of adjacent pixels) that are evaluated and their results summed to form a decision about the presence of an
object. The proposed engine constantly buffers a stripe of
an image. We have defined a novel set of weak classifiers
that are feasible for hardware implementation. In comparison to previous weak classifiers (e.g. [4]), they are invariant
to lightness changes and therefore do not require normalization of an image that mostly involves operations, such as
division, square roots or many multiplications. Our weak
classifiers are based on a difference of ranks of two selected
pixel areas where the ranks are obtained by comparing sums
of values with adjacent areas in a grid of 3 × 3. Each area
is of the same rectangular size with an edge size of power
of two (i.e. 1 × 1, 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8 pixels). The above
constraints on areas were chosen with respect to FPGA resources. At the same time, these constraints had only little
impact on the classification precision.
The processing part of the engine consists of five pipeline
stages which naturally correspond to operations required to
evaluate one weak classifier: a) read the weak classifier, b)
obtain pixel areas, c) compute difference of ranks, d) figure
out contribution of the difference to the final sum of Adaboost classifier, e) add the contribution of the weak classifier
and check whether to end the evaluation (see Fig. 2 for illustration). In order to keep all the pipeline stages busy, the engine evaluates five instances of the Adaboost classifier using
fine multithreading (at given time, each stage is occupied by
different instance). Each instance is assigned a different part
of the image stripe. This allows to evaluate one weak classifier every 10 ns. Moreover, we instantiate two processing
pipelines per one stripe buffer and therefore the performance
of the whole engine is one weak classifier every 5 ns. In our
experiments with face detection we observed that each po-

5. CONCLUSION
The paper presented a brief description of two algorithms
that might find their applicability in real-time image processing. Due to optimized implementation in FPGA and its
low power consumption, these algorithm may be embedded
in low-power devices such as cameras, microscopes, home
automation units, and other embedded systems.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of t his work contribution is the neuromorphic
low-power GPU implementation of the processing stages
for robust and multichannel optical flow estimation that
permits highly parallel real-time filtering.
Key Words: GPUs, Digital Signal Processing, Vision
1. INTRODUCTION
The graphic processor units (GPU), are a vailable at lo w
cost due the evolution of the entertainment industry. This
devices are designed as multicore systems, with a complex
memory hierarchy. These plat forms are designed to use the
high data parallelization degree whe n rendering or
constructing 3D scenes.
Nevertheless these systems can be used nowadays as
parallel processors exec uting a hi gh number of threads
simultaneously. As exam ple a NVIDIA chip Tesla C207 0
reaches up a maxim um throughput of 1,28 Tera FLOPs in
comparison with a p rocessor Intel i7-975 which only
completes 55 Gi gaFLOPs. This notably processing
throughput has got attention from scientific and t echnical
community belong to many areas, using actually GPUS for
self accelerating applications.
Our starting point is evaluating the possibilities of GPUs in
computer visión, specifically focusing in motion estimation.
The aim of this work will be design three pre-processing
motion steps common to many gradient optical flow models
such with the final goal to develop the Multichannel
Gradient Model [1]. This scheme will be desi gned in a
optimal and efficient way ta king advance of the specific
architecture and the memory model of GPUs platforms [2].

Fig. 1.

Temporal filters and its frequency response.

2.2 Spatial filtering
Early experiments have shown that recept ive fields of the
cells in the prim ary visual cortex can be modeled as
derivatives of Gaussians of several orders. The result is a
range of ind ependent spatial channels working in parallel
to enhance spatial variations of different magnitudes.

Fig. 2.

Range of spatial filters used in this work.

2.3 Steering filters
2. TEMPORAL, SPATIAL AND STEER
FILTERING

Steering algorithms can synt hesize filters at arbitrary
orientations from a l inear combination of other filters in
small “basis” set. If the number of filters in the basis set is
relatively small then the computation can be highly efficient
compared to direct convolution with many oriented filters.
Oriented filtering is typ ically avoided in real-time systems
due to the computational expense of per forming multiple
convolutions with a b ank of o riented filters, nevertheless
we have developed faster implementations for oriented
filters that have been shown to improve the efficiency
considerably.

2.1 Temporal domain filtering
The experiments carried out by Hess and Snowden in 1992
evidenced that the hu man visual cortex has three different
channels for temporal filtering: a l ow-pass and two bandpass (centered around 10 and 18 Hz).
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Fig. 3.

number and the performance obtained are di rectly
proportional, resulting the best configuration the most
complete one (24 angles and greatest frame size).

(1)

Scheme of first order steering filter (45º).

A further benefit of t he steering algorithm can be gai ned
from the linearity of t he convolution operation. Therefore,
we can i nterchangeably discuss the synthesis of ori ented
filter from a basis set of filters, and the synthesis of oriented
filters responses from a basis set of responses. Furthermore,
forming a weighted addition of the spatially sampled basis
functions is equivalent to spatially sampling the weighted
sum of continuous basis functions.

Throughput of the Temporal Filtering.

Fig. 4.

3. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The system used is base d on Tesla technology, it has 2
processors Intel Xeon E5530 with 4 cores ( 2.40 GHz with
8MB cache me mory and Hyperthreading technology,
connecting to 4 GPUs Tesla C1 060). The operating system
is Debian 2.6.38 kernel, the compiler is g++ GNU v.4.5.2
using the compilation options -O3 -m64 and is used als o
the CUDA v.2.3. This graphic card has a CUDA capability
1.3 which means it has 240 processing nucleus with 1024
threads for each multiprocessor. The hierarchy of memory
is 4GB for global memory, 16KB for shared memory and
64KB for memory of constants.
4. RESULTS
There are shown th e throughput gained using GPUS as
accelerators.
First analysis is to measure the speedup in the te mporal
filtering. We have performed several implementations:
- Base: starting point where all input frames and
info information are saved in global memory.
- Global: all input frames are saved i n global but
filter is kept in memory of constants.
- Shared: The nL frames to be filtered are sa ved in
shared memory and filter remain in memory of
constants.
- Shared-optimized: The same as pre vious case but
constructing a circular buffer structure. a) In t=0 is
initialized a set of frames from 1 to nL+1 and b) in
t= 1 and next frames only is o verwritten the
content.
As shown in Fig. 4 the best results are measured when
temporal filters u sing Global configuration. Fig. 5 shows
up the throughput with spatial filters of 4th order and a size
7, 9, 15, 31 points. The fig. 6 remarks the results varying
the rotation every 60 º, 30º y 15º angles. The orien tations’

Fig. 5.

Throughput of the Spatial Filtering .

Fig. 6.

Throughput of the Steering Filtering.
5. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE LINES

At the present time, it has been built the architecture for a
bio-inspired kernel of space-temporal filtering in a
massively parallel implementation. This module is
especially useful for robust processing of information
required for artificial v ision, especially optical flow. The
future goal is to extend the number of stages processed in
GPU considering color distinction and binocular disparity
to compare with previous FPGA-based works [3].
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ABSTRACT

to perform image recognition. Thus, it is highly preferred
to analyse the image as close as possible the image sensor.
Such a possibility makes use of smart cameras. Smart camera usually consists of an image sensor and a embedded image processing system. Some smart cameras also make image analysis. Rarely, the camera can be fully autonomous
control system and even to be able to switch actuators.
Image processing and analysis tasks require the implementation of a large number of operations per second in parallel manner. Therefore, for many years, the increasing popularity of using FPGAs for image processing tasks. FPGAs
are widely used among others in smart cameras [1].

The paper describes the architecture of a smart camera based
on Spartan 6 FPGA. The FPGA controls the image acquisition process performed in CMOS image sensors. Processing elements, implemented in the reprogrammable system,
makes image processing and analysis in real-time. Algorithms are executed in a pipelined system, with a fine - grained
and coarse-grained parallelization as well as providing the
possibility of fully parallel processing of image parts. The
system allows any way of implementing buses to transfer
data between eight banks of video memory. Each memory
bank can store 2 million pixels. The system is completed by
a replaceable communication module (i.e. USB, Ethernet)
and control devices for servo elements.

2. THE SMART CAMERA ARCHITECTURE

1. INTRODUCTION
Systematic growth in the requirements of image recognition quality increases the expectations of capabilities vision
systems. It uses a camera equipped with sensors for highresolution image acquisition. In some applications it is necessary to analyse hundreds or even thousands of frames per
second. This causes an increase in video bit rate and computational and memory complexity. Transmission a picture,
particularly uncompressed, require the use of high bandwidth digital standards. Digital buses normally have a limit
on the distance at which one can make video transmission.
Collection of uncompressed image requires the use of highspeed high-capacity memory. As a result, many high-resolution
speed cameras offers the possibility of collecting samples of
limited number of image frames.
It is very important therefore seems to be finding ways
to limit the amount of data transmitted between the camera
and image processing system. A properly conducted process of image analysis leads to a significant reduction in the
amount of data while preserving the information necessary
*The work presented in this paper was supported by the Ministry
of Science and Higher Education of the Republic of Poland, under the
project ”SIMPOZ” (Grant No. 0128/R/t00/2010/12) and AGH-UST project
11.11.120.612.
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The paper presents an innovative architectural concept of the
vision system based on FPGA. The system performs the following tasks: controls the operation of one or two image
sensors, performs image processing and analysis in realtime and allows to send the results of the analysis to a remote system, or directly controls the supervised device. The
overall structure of the system is shown in 1.
Image acquisition is controlled by the FPGA. It is possible to easily connect two CMOS image sensors with digital
interface, so that they can directly transmit the image data
to the FPGA. You can quite easily adapt the system for connecting devices with different types of interfaces.
The use of the FPGA allows accelerate the image processing by the possibility to configure the various forms of
parallelism. In the literature can be identify at least three
major trends of FPGA-based image architecture: data stream
processing in pipelined architecture, the division of the image into fragments and make parallel processing, as well
as splitting the algorithm into stages and make a run-timereconfiguration between successive steps. Another classification can be done based on comparisons processed amount
of data. There are so processing of the following ways: finegrain (pixel level parallelism), medium-grain (a group of
pixels or a macroblock level parallelism) and coarse-grain
(picture frame level parallelism).
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Fig. 1. Architecture of embedded camera based on Spartan 6

The presented architecture can implement any of the above
methods, however, was constructed primarily to the implementation of pipelined processing of data - both on a finegrain and coarse-grain levels. The fine-grain parallelism is
possible almost exclusively on a FPGA or dedicated ASICs.
Imaging operations are performed in real-time and data do
not require saving to external SRAM memory banks between successive operation. Delay lines, implemented in
the BlockRAM, are used while performing neighbourhood
operations.
To store image frames external SRAM memory banks
are used in the coarse-grained applications. The basic premise,
taken in the design of the camera, it was to provide a large
number of memory banks, while maintaining a compact construction and low manufacturing costs. A small number of
memory banks substantially reduces the possibilities of implementation of complex image analysis. A typical commercial solutions that offer virtual memory banks consist of
high capacity dynamic memory may reduce speed of parallel access to the content at specified address.
In the presented architecture, in contrast to conventional
solutions, it was decided to connect to the FPGA up to eight
independently operated banks of static memory. Previous
experience of implementation image analysis algorithms, in
particular the differential algorithms, generation of the background Connected Component Labeling algorithm and the
like, justify such a construction of the card. By reprogramming of the FPGA one can change the configuration of the
system, appropriately to the needs of a particular computational task.
In the presented system one can integrate both fine-grain
and coarse-grain subsystems. The stream of pixels from the
image sensor goes straight to the reconfigurable processing
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elements (IP Cores), performing image processing operations in the pipeline manner. (There is no need to write
any data to the SRAM.) After the last fine-grain operation
is executed, the processed data are stored in one of SRAM
memory banks. Further processing and analysis of image
frames requires saving each stage of processing in subsequent SRAM banks therefore this part of algorithm works at
the coarse-grain manner. It is absolutely essential to ensure
proper synchronization of the two parts of the system.
The entire system is divided into the physical implementation into two parts. The first consists of a board with FPGA
and peripherals. This is a 6-layer PCB, measuring 81x97
mm. It includes a Xilinx Spartan six, eight static RAM
memories with a capacity of 2 MB each, and three clock
generators and memory for configuring the FPGA.
The second board is a base plate, measuring 106x97mm.
The dimensions are selected so as to allow its buildings in a
housing together with connectors and actuators (motors and
gears). On the board are also included: power systems, and
peripherals, which are the physical coupling with the image sensors and display (changing between different voltage
buffers and appropriate connectors), communication modules (for standard USB, RS485 and Ethernet) and regulations systems (dedicated connector for the motor controller
stepper). There would also be a microprocessor interface
module, for tasks not directly linked to image processing.
Making division of computing resources from the interfaces is convenient, since FPGA logic is inherently reconfigurable, thus placing the remaining resources on the same
board as the FPGA would be a major hurdle in the evolution
of the project.
3. SUMMARY
The presented embedded camera is a flexible platform for
implementation of image processing and analysis algorithms.
The heart of the system is the Spartan 6 device. A variety of parallel structures for image processing can be generated in reprogrammable logic i.e. a fine-grain pipeline, a
coarse-grain pipeline and a parallel architecture. The FPGA
controls eight SRAM banks, each of which allows to store
image containing 2 million pixels. In addition, integrated
power supply, communication and control actuators are placed
on a separate circuit board.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rich media mobile devices have experienced significant growth in
recent years − cell phones have become mobile computing platforms;
personal entertainment devices have rich interactivity and high
quality displays; and tablets and portable computers have increasing
demands in display, interactivity complexity and computational
demand. In all of these devices, there is unprecedented computational
density, but, users continue to demand good battery life.
One key technology employed throughout these devices is high
quality interactive displays. In the recent evolution of mobile devices,
one consistent trend is improved resolution, contrast and interactivity
of displays. These displays enable more richly interactive
applications through higher quality display of content and more
accurate (often touch based) interaction with display elements.
Recently released devices such as the Nintendo 3DS and the LG
Optimus 3D foretell the next major step in interactive displays.
Three dimensional displays offer the potential for even richer
display and interaction with users through the use of depth to
highlight display elements, and detection and use of depth for
augmented reality. Mobile devices are an attractive option for
introduction of interactive 3D displays – mobile devices, particularly
cell phones, are typically single user which limits the complexity of
producing the 3D illusion and interactivity.
It is a major challenge to produce 3D content in real-time with
high quality and energy efficiency. Therefore, current mobile 3D
devices primarily support display of pre-produced 3D content.
However, future mobile devices will need to support live capture and
real-time display of 3D media. Teleconferencing applications will
include capture and display of 3D video; augmented reality
applications will capture images, detect and highlight objects, and
use the 3D display to highlight elements or more accurately
correspond the screen view to the actual view; camera applications
will allow dynamic removal of objects and capture of 3D video for
upload and later playback. In all of these applications, the extra
application complexity significantly increases computational demand,
but increased computational performance cannot come at the cost of
energy consumption. Even as we increase the capabilities of devices,
we continue to demand equal or improved battery life.
In this paper, we discuss the algorithmic challenges of generating
high quality depth map information in real-time on a mobile platform
and the hardware platform challenges of making these algorithms
sufficiently fast and energy efficient on the mobile platform.

II. ALGORITHM CHALLENGES
Due to the constraints of mobile devices, there are many
challenges in designing algorithms to incorporate real-time 3D video
computation into mobile devices.
1) Image sensor for mobile device
The CMOS (Complementary metal oxide semiconductor) sensors
typically used in mobile devices commonly have noise, edge blurring,
and color distortion between multiple sensors, all of which adds
complexity to algorithms in order to retain final image quality [1][2].
Furthermore, mobile devices also have camera movement, thus
requiring additional computation for image stabilization.
2) 3D camera set-ups for mobile device
There are two main camera setups that could be used for capturing
3D video on mobile devices. First, two (or more) color image sensors
can be embedded on mobile devices, so the sensors are pre-calibrated
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in both photometric and geometric manners, and the device
manufactured to rectify the sensors (therefore, corresponding points
are always on the same horizontal line).
In addition, a single mobile device with single image sensor can
be used in a static environment to generate depth information;
normally called a Structure-from-Motion (SfM) framework [3].
Instead of capturing 3D video with multiple cameras, we obtain 3D
video by taking temporally-neighboring images with a single
(moving) camera when scene is static. There is significant prior work
in SfM frameworks for scene modeling and augmented reality [3],
but all require significant computational complexity.
3) 3D image analysis
A key underlying technology for real-time 3D video applications
is the stereo matching problem, which compares a set of two or more
images taken from slightly different viewpoints (e.g. two spatially
separated cameras in the same mobile device). Given camera
calibration parameters, corresponding points between multiple
images, estimated by stereo matching, are converted into depth value
between camera and object. In general, stereo matching presents a
challenging problem due to an image ambiguity [4]. Many
algorithms have been proposed by using several cost aggregation
methods [5] and global optimization techniques [6], but their
performance is still far from practical due to noise, occlusion, lack of
texture, real-time computation requirement, and memory
consumption. Real-time stereo matching algorithms that are
optimized to specific hardware environment have been proposed [7],
but most of them are based on the workstation. However, mobile
stereo matching must also consider power/energy consumption,
memory use, and latency limitations. Considering these constraints,
stereo matching algorithms should be re-designed to find the best
trade-off among accuracy, complexity, and computing resource.
The depth accuracy, spatial/temporal resolution and disparity
precision all affect algorithm complexity and memory use. Some
applications for mobile 3D devices will require dense, high-quality
depth maps, while other applications will only require coarsely
segmented depth maps. The required quality is related to human
perception, and is thus (at least partially) subjective. Thus, depth map
algorithms must be developed to meet each application’s power,
performance and display quality goals.
4) 3D Depth sensing technologies
In addition to the color image based techniques, active depth
sensors may be used in mobile environments. Recently, depth
sensors such as Time-of-Flight (ToF) camera and Microsoft Kinect
have been widely used in computer vision research fields. Since it
provides a low resolution depth map at a high frame rate, it can be
used in a dynamic environment without the time-consuming stereo
matching. Computer vision algorithms can improve the resolution of
the depth map with sufficient spatial/temporal information from
video-rate depth video and corresponding color video [8].
5) 3D Depth video compression
We may need to transmit the depth video, estimated by stereo
matching or depth cameras, over the wireless channel, e.g. on the 3D
immersive tele-conferencing. Recently, many algorithms have been
proposed to compress the depth video in a compatible manner to
conventional video coding such as H.264, but these algorithms focus
on high bitrate coding for 3DTV. Thus, in the mobile 3D applications,
the extremely low bit rate depth video coding should be addressed in
an efficient manner.

III. PLATFORM CHALLENGES
In order for real-time 3D video to have sufficient quality,
algorithms must retain high quality output, but without increased
power/energy consumption. Meanwhile, there are platform-level
challenges for achieving the same goal. There are many components
to mobile 3D video applications including video encoding/decoding,
stereo matching, image rendering, depth map enhancement and
object recognition – each of which may have multiple program
phases. In order to meet power, energy and performance goals, we
must design a heterogeneous platform well suited to the workload
applications, accurately model applications’ behaviour, schedule
applications’ execution, and use both static and dynamic information
to reduce power/energy consumption.

However, workloads will include changing mixtures of applications,
which will require dynamic task scheduling to meet system goals.
Task scheduling is a complex trade-off between performance,
instantaneous power and total energy consumption. For example, the
OS may delay beginning one task’s execution in order to wait for a
better resource, or begin execution immediately on a less-optimal
resource [12]. To improve battery life, the OS may use lower
instantaneous power (to reduce heating and battery load) at the cost
of performance and total energy consumption. In heterogeneous
platforms, each task may have multiple implementations with
different power, energy, computation resource requirements and
computation latency [13]. In GPU and FPGA platforms, there may
even be multiple alternative implementations that use different
amounts of GPU or FPGA resources.

1) Heterogeneous platforms.
For each application and application phase, there are many
potential trade-offs in performance, power and energy consumption,
depending on how well-suited the computation resource is to the
application’s computation. CPUs perform well for complex control
flow applications, GPUs perform well for highly data parallel
floating point applications and FPGAs perform well with irregular
operand sizes, customized modules, detailed pipelining, and
interleaving of computation. Recently, there has been a proliferation
of commercial heterogeneous platforms notably including NVidia,
Intel, and Xilinx. Mobile 3D vision applications require strict realtime computation constraints and significant memory consumption.
Thus, the platform must be designed with low-latency
communication and efficient mechanisms to share memory between
the heterogeneous resources, and the HW/SW co-design problem
must carefully consider migration and communication overheads.

5) DVFS and clock gating
As mentioned above, DVFS and clock gating can significantly
improve energy consumption. Although not currently available in
high performance GPUs, DVFS with embedded GPUs guided by
workload characterization and prediction can be used to achieve the
target throughput (real-time computation). GPU code may be
designed and optimized for different amounts of physical resources;
therefore, the system may scale the voltage, frequency and number of
turned-on cores to match the performance and resource requirements
of the current application. Similarly, FPGAs may use dual supply
voltages for power optimization [11], or clock gating to turn off
unused portions of the FPGA fabric.

IV. CONCLUSION

Mobile 3D vision is an emerging application area with great
opportunity to improve the interactivity and quality of mobile
displays. However, there are significant challenges in developing
algorithms and platforms that can effectively meet the power and
performance constraints of next generation applications. In this paper,
we outline the main challenges at the algorithmic and platform levels
for introducing mobile real-time 3D video to mobile platforms.

2) Memory design.
For embedded processor design, memory hierarchy plays a critical
role in terms of power consumption. It is shown that up to 50% of a
microprocessor’s energy is consumed by memory hierarchy [9, 10].
Thus, careful memory optimization for 3D vision could significantly
improve the power consumption. Computer vision applications
commonly have predictable memory access patterns (e.g. streaming
data). For this access pattern, with little temporal locality, it is better
for energy consumption to have streaming buffers instead of a cache
that consumes power without improving performance. Instead of
caching, memory pre-fetching may be used to improve the memory
performance and reduce the total energy consumption. For nonstream data, caches minimize the off-chip memory bandwidth and
thus save energy. Different memory requirements and access patterns
are observed for within and across computer vision applications.
Thus, the best cache configuration for power/performance will vary
depending on the heterogeneous resource used, requiring platform
support for a variety of cache configurations including streaming,
scratchpads, and traditional caches. Together, the wide range of
behaviour and requirements makes dynamic intra and inter task
cache reconfiguration important to reduce energy consumption.
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3) Power& performance modeling.
Accurate power and performance modelling plays a critical role in
low-power design. Embedded system designers must estimate the
power/energy budget for each application scenario. For a
heterogeneous platform, each resource type may require different
power and performance models to accurately represent
implementation technology, computation latency, and availability of
hardware features such as clock gating or DVFS. These estimations
are critical to the design process – incorrect workload estimations
during platform design may result over or under-provisioned
computation resources and battery system.
4) Task scheduling.
Based on task dependence graphs, performance, power and energy
estimates, tasks are distributed among the platform resources. In
simple systems, tasks can be statically assigned to resources.
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Analysis of skeletal muscular movement by means of ultrasound imaging has recently become of interest to many in the ﬁeld of biomechanics and motor control [3, 4],
due to both the ready availability and low cost of the equipment to clinicians and academics, and the non-invasive nature of the technology. B-mode ultrasound provides a
simple and inexpensive method by which to investigate the internal movement of sections of the human body. Traditionally, analysis has used frame-by-frame identiﬁcation
of regions of interest in each ultrasound image, the data from which may then be analysed to track movement throughout an entire series of images. The amount of oﬄine
work needed to achieve this is often found to be prohibitive, and these intermediate
steps between data collection and analysis are challenging for those attempting to give
prompt and accurate feedback to patients, and also costly in terms of person hours.
The speciﬁc problem addressed here is that of real-time, automated tracking of
muscle movement by means of B-mode ultrasound imaging. The muscle used as an
exemplar is the Medial Gastrocnemius, located in the lower leg, which consists of tight
bundles of ﬁbres (fascicles) which lie at an angle to the enclosing sheaths of tissue
(apaneurosis). When activated the muscle ﬁbres produce force, which is transmitted
via the apanuerosis to generate movement of the connected joint(s). The movement of
the muscle ﬁbres in relation to the apanuerosis is the main area of interest; key areas
on the muscle ﬁbre and apanuerosis are tracked to quantify the relative movement
between the two structures.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the data collection method. In brief, the ultrasound
scanner is placed on the participant’s calf, and orientated to give an adequate view of
the cross section of the muscle, which will image both the superﬁcial (outer) apanuerosis and deep (inner) apanuerosis alongside the muscle ﬁbres contained within. The
resultant stream of images has a temporal resolution of 25Hz and physical resolution
of 547 × 438 pixels.
A novel approach which fully automates this analysis has been developed [2] and
results gained from the an initial prototype application are summarised. Results have
proven comparable to more traditional methods, such as spatial cross-correlation (see
[4]), with the advantage that it requires no manual intervention during the analysis.
The technique utilises an Active Shape Model (ASM) [1] to segment the image according to the diﬀerent regions of muscle and tissue present, and a Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
tracker (KLT) [5] to highlight speciﬁc regions of interest and track their movement
across a series of images. Probes are placed on top of the image (see Figure 1), which
are used to visualise the movement of the underlying KLT tracking grid to avoid overreliance on speciﬁc regions of interest that may be lost over the course of an experiment.
The prototype application was developed as a serial MATLAB v7.5 application
1
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of data collection and analysis system. The data
collection method (left), an example of the image obtained (centre), and example of
the layer of probes placed over the KLT tracking grid.
which achieved consistent segmentation and tracking, but was limited to 0.9Hz. The
results obtained by translating the KLT portion of this system to a shader based
OpenGL/Cg GPU parallelised application [6] are presented. The initial GPU implementation of this system is capable of running at a frequency of approximately 30Hz
on an NVIDIA 9500GT (approx cost 50 Euro). It is expected that the use of a more
computationally advanced GPU will allow real-time analysis of more complex muscle
groups such as in the back and neck. This enables novel research studies on human
muscle coordination and control. If selected, we additionally plan to present our experience on work in progress on porting/optimisation of our application to CUDA on an
NVidia Tesla C2070 using the Intel Platform Modelling with Machine Learning tools.
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ABSTRACT

despite changing input data within an user-defined performance budget while minimizing the number of active cores.

In this paper, we present an implementation of real-time
video tracking on a novel reconfigurable multi-core architecture capable of reacting to changing workload while minimizing the number of active cores. The system is comprised
of multiple processor cores executing sequential software
threads, and hardware cores implemented in an FPGA executing dynamically reconfigurable hardware threads. SW
and HW threads interact using a unified multithreaded programming model, which allows on-the-fly reconfiguration
to shift workload between hardware and software components. Our self-adaptation technique effectively re-partitions
threads across hardware and software cores to keep the performance of a video object tracking application within a predefined budget while minimizing the number of used processing elements and, thus, saving power consumption.

2. HYBRID MULTI-CORE ARCHITECTURE
Our architecture and algorithm depend on a unified programming model for both SW and HW components. The operating system ReconOS [1] extends the multithreaded programming model to the reconfigurable hardware domain.
ReconOS promotes HW coprocessors to independent hardware threads and treats them equally to SW threads running
on the system. In particular, ReconOS allows HW threads to
use the same operating system services for communication
and synchronization as SW threads, providing a transparent
programming model across the HW/SW boundary.

master CPU

1. INTRODUCTION
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SW
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thread
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thread

Modeling system components as threads that interact using strictly defined system services is a popular approach
for software development, and is increasingly gaining popularity in the domain of hybrid HW/SW systems [1]. Here,
software functions and hardware modules can be commonly
thought as threads using identical system services such as
semaphores or message queues for communication. As a result, managing the complex problem of adaptively changing
the HW/SW partitioning of a system at run-time becomes a
matter of instantiating or terminating HW and SW threads.
Thread re-mapping can improve the power efficiency of
multi-core systems where only as many cores are used as are
required for a defined performance. Inactive cores are assumed to consume less power than active cores. Our novel
self-adaptation technique re-partitions threads onto different cores and even across the HW/SW boundary to keep
the performance of a video object tracking application [2]
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Fig. 1. Hardware architecture of the video object tracking
system based on ReconOS
ReconOS takes advantage of the dynamic partial reconfiguration capabilities of Xilinx FPGAs to reconfigure hardware threads during run-time. This allows multiple hardware threads to transparently share the reconfigurable resources. Figure 1 shows the hardware architecture of a typical ReconOS system. The reconfigurable area is divided
into multiple slots holding the individual hardware threads.
A dedicated hardware OS interface (OSIF) handles the hardware thread’s OS requests and forwards them to its corresponding delegate thread running on the CPU. ReconOS
treats a worker CPU executing a software thread (which we
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call a CPU-HW thread) in the same way as a hardware slot
executing a hardware thread. CPU-HW threads are thus also
represented by delegate threads in ReconOS.
25

3. REAL-TIME VIDEO OBJECT TRACKING

self-adaptive
sw

frames per second

20

For video object tracking, a histogram-based particle filter
is used that can be divided into the stages sampling, observation, importance, and resampling. The observation stage
calculates the histograms of the particles and the importance
stage compares them to the object’s histogram. Each of the
filter stages can have an arbitrary number of software and
hardware threads. In histogram-based video object tracking systems the object size strongly influences the computational complexity. Thus, many real-time video tracking
systems track fixed-sized objects. When considering selfadaptive hybrid multi-core systems, however, we can allow
changing object sizes by activating or deactivating cores.
We have implemented the video object tracker prototype
on a Virtex-4 XC4VFX100 FPGA. The system is designed
following the system architecture shown in Figure 1 and
includes one master processor (running the OS kernel and
housekeeping tasks of the particle filter framework [2]) and
one worker processor and two hardware slots, each of which
can execute one thread at a time. Both processors (PowerPC
405 CPUs) run at 300 MHz, while the hardware slots execute at 100 MHz. In our experiments, we track 100 particles,
and measure the raw particle processing time.
For self-adaptation, we apply an add/remove strategy.
Initially, the application executes entirely on the master processor. The master processor also measures the total application performance at user-defined time intervals. In case
the performance drops below a lower threshold, the master
creates an additional instance for the thread on the core that
promises either meeting the desired performance budget, if
possible, or the largest increase in performance, else. When
the performance exceeds an upper threshold, the master terminates the thread instance that will lead to the reduction
which is as close to the desired performance budget as possible, effectively reducing the dynamic power consumption of
the system by suspending execution on the respective core.
Figure 2 shows an exemplary run of our self-adaptive
video object tracking system for an exemplary video. The
application’s performance is measured in frames per second
(FPS) and the desired average performance range is set to
8 FPS, where the budget is set to be 33% faster or slower
than the defined average performance. In this example, we
execute the self-adaptation algorithm every 20 frames with
an initial offset of 8 frames. The time interval for running
the self-adaptation algorithm is set to keep the overhead incurred by partial reconfiguration reasonably low. Using our
proposed self-adaptation algorithm, the power consumption
can be reduced by deactivating up to 3 of 4 cores.
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Fig. 2. Self-adaptation exemplary run: Resulting performance in FPS (upper part) and thread assignment (lower
part). Re-partitioning points are represented by vertical
dashed lines. The performance target is highlighted by a
horizontal bar. [3]
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel thread-based self-adaptive
task partitioning technique based on a reconfigurable hybrid multi-core architecture. By adaptively changing the
HW/SW partitioning in reaction to data-dependent variations in application performance, our video object tracking
system is able to maintain a predefined performance envelope while minimizing the number of required processing
resources and, thus, lowering power consumption.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present an FPGA-based smart camera system with support for dynamic run-time reconfiguration. The
underlying architecture consists of a static SoC which can be
extended by dynamic modules. These modules are responsible for the stream-based image processing and can be loaded
and unloaded at run-time. Furthermore, even the position of
these modules in the processing chain can be exchanged.
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1. INTRODUCTION
FPGA-based embedded systems are of increasing importance especially in the signal and image processing domain.
For instance, intelligent embedded systems for image processing, such as smart cameras, rely on FPGA-based architectures [1]. Many FPGA devices support dynamic partial
reconfiguration. With this advantage, we can envisage new
designs with new and improved possibilities and properties,
like an adaptive design, which can adapt itself to a new operation environment. Moreover, the ability to replace modules
at run-time decreases the area overhead which further leads
to smaller FPGAs. This reduces also the overall power consumption. Partially reconfigurable hardware provides also
advantages in the design flow. With well defined interfaces,
reconfigurable modules can be developed and implemented
without the knowledge of the rest of the system. Even if the
system is deployed, new modules can be developed and integrated into the system. Having a library with many reconfigurable modules, the system is able to adapt new environments or to meet new requirements which make such a system very interesting in the research field of self-organizing
computing, for example, for smart cameras.
We will demonstrate such a smart camera system based
on a partially reconfigurable SoC, described in details in
[2], at the workshop. The static system provides a CPU,
the SoC infrastructure and the interfaces for the camera system. Most of the image processing algorithms, e.g., filtering, color transformation and detection, or marker modules
are implemented as partially reconfigurable modules which
can be dynamically loaded and unloaded at run-time.

Particlefilter
Accelerator

External memory access

Video dataflow

write register

Fig. 1. System overview of the heterogeneous FPGA-based
smart camera SoC platform consisting of CPU sub-system
and reconfigurable area. Reconfigurable modules can vary
in size and be freely placed, allowing a very good exploitation of the FPGA space.
(see Figure 1). In the following, these components and the
communication interfaces between them are presented.
2.1. Embedded CPU Sub-system
The main purpose of the software part on the embedded
CPU is to control and manage the overall system. It contains
high-performance peripherals, interfaces, and other IP cores.
These are, e.g., a memory controller to provide access to an
external RAM, a serial port interface for user commands,
and a module for accessing the integrated reconfiguration interface of the FPGA. All components of the embedded CPU
sub-system are connected by the main on-chip system bus,
the processor local bus (PLB).

2. ARCHITECTURE

2.2. Reconfigurable Area
The FPGA area is divided into a static and a dynamic part
(see Fig. 1). The two dark-red areas on the right top and

The system is implemented on the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro XUP
board and consists of an embedded CPU sub-system including the external DDR-memory and the reconfigurable part
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bottom compose the dynamic part of the system. Reconfiguration is only possible in the dynamic part which contains
a reconfigurable on-chip bus (ReCoBus) and I/O bar communication primitives to provide a communication infrastructure for dynamically loaded hardware modules. Both
communication primitives are provided by the framework
ReCoBus-Builder [3].
The I/O bar is used for streaming the data and establishing point-to-point connections between hardware modules
which are located in the dynamic area. The basic principle
is that each module is able to read the incoming data, modify
it if necessary, and pass it further to the next module. Details
are described in [4]. In the smart camera platform, the I/O
bar is used to stream video data between the various reconfigurable processing modules. The modules can modify the
video stream or generate additional output signals.
The ReCoBus [4] (RCB) is an on-chip bus that is suitable for dynamically integrating hardware modules into an
FPGA by partial reconfiguration. To allow communication
between the embedded CPU sub-system and the reconfigurable part, a PLB/RCB Bridge translates the ReCoBus protocol to the PLB protocol and vice versa. Using the ReCoBus and the bridge, the modules can be accessed from the
CPU, e.g., to configure the module with memory-mapped
registers. Furthermore, the modules have also direct access
to the external memory (DMA). To allow high-speed data
transfers between hardware masters and the memory controller, the bridge uses the native port interface of the memory controller.

(a) The particle filter tracking three (b) The object tracker used to play
objects.
a pong game.

Fig. 2. The smart camera tracks three image regions (a person’s head and hands). The tracked hand positions are directly used to control the paddles of the video game.
The motion detection module compares the pixel values of two subsequent images to detection motion. Like the
skin color detection module, the result (motion/no motion)
is written as an additional signal onto the I/O bar.
The pixel marker module colors classified pixel or regions with a specified color. The classification of the pixel
is signaled to the marker module with additional I/O bar signals. The color can be configured by a register interface.
An embedded design for tracking human motion is implemented as an example application to show the flexibility
of the proposed platform. The idea is to detect and track
skin-colored image regions, which is done by applying particle filtering. The current implementation makes it possible
to track up to 3 image regions. One marker module is used
per region tracker. A simple tennis game is implemented on
top of this application, which can be directly controlled by
the hands of a person, using the results of the tracker (see
Fig. 2).

3. RECONFIGURABLE MODULES
We implement several reconfigurable modules to tackle a
wide spectrum of applications for our smart camera platform. In this section we present some of these modules.
The skin color detection is implemented as a hardware
slave module that reads the color values from the I/O bar and
marks them as skin or non-skin by comparing them with a
color template. We have implemented modules for RGB and
YCbCr color spaces. The classification is written as an additional signal onto the I/O bar together with the unmodified
video stream.
The filter module is a sliding-window image processing
filter. The current implementation supports a 3x3 filter matrix. To access different image lines, the module stores two
lines in a BRAM-FIFO. Due to the flexible coefficient matrix which parameters are stored in CPU accessible registers,
a module can be configured for different filter functions. For
example, a sobel filter which can be used for edge detection.
The framebuffer hardware master module is implemented
to store the current input image. This is done by double
buffering the images in the on-chip memory via the ReCoBus using the NPI interface. We use 32 Bit for storing
one pixel, with 24 Bit for the input RGB values and the remaining 8 Bit free for classification results.
The particle filtering framework is partitioned into software and hardware part. The software part performs the
sampling and applies the motion model. The hardware part
is used as a co-processor to perform the evaluation steps.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a flexible FPGA-based smart camera
platform which offers a reconfigurable area for dynamic hardware modules which can be loaded during run-time. One
benefit of such an approach is that customizable and selfadaptive flexibility can easily be implemented.
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